Calderón and Zygmund have proved the pointwise convergence of singular integrals in R" for locally integrable homogeneous kernels whose even part is locally in L log L by change to polar coordinates and use of the boundedness in L* of the maximal operator of the one-dimensional Hubert transformation. The present note shows how analogous results for double singular integrals can be derived from boundedness of the maximal operator of the double Hubert transform.
For i = l, 2 let A¿ be a complex valued function defined in Rn> which is (positively) homogeneous of degree -«¿, i.e., A¿(Xxí) =\~niKi(xi) for Xj^O, X>0, locally integrable away from the origin, of mean value zero on the unit sphere of R"', i.e., Ki, K2 restricted to Sni~\ S"^1 satisfy the Dini condition /" t-l(ja(t)dt < oo for * = 1, 2, this was shown by Cotlar in [3] . The purpose of this note is to prove the following Proposition. Suppose Ki, K2 are homogeneous of degree -wi, -n2, respectively, locally integrable and of mean value zero on S"«'-1 and satisfy (1), then for f* defined by (2), (3) then\\f\\P^AP\\f\\pwhere Ap = Oiip-l)-2)for p I 1. • A'i(xi -yi)<pi \xi -yi\ ef1)
• Ä%0r2 -y2)<t>i I *2 -y21 eïl)fiyi, y%)dy2dyx.
The integrand is integrable in icni+"2 for a.e. the first integral in (6) equals er"1 J Kiixi -yi)<t>i \xi-yi\ ef1)
• I £ti((*s -y2)e2_1)goi(yi, yt)dy2dyi (7) and by §5 of [2] as a function of (yi, x2) the inner integral is in Lp, hence for a.e. x2ER"2 the restriction to x2=x2 is in LpiRni) and hence again by (5.10) of [2] (7) equals €rme2-»2 | I [Kuiixi -yOef1) 8 K22Hx2 -yt)*tl)]'gu(yu yMyidy2.
A similar procedure with the second and third terms on the righthand side of (6) leads to 
